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Lht1,t OH/H = 3 x 10-' uftol' u shock passcs. Photodissocia· 
(ion (~= 10' yr) between shock passages (T = 10' yr) 
roduces OH/H to an uyemge value of 3 x 10- lZ

, which is 
four orders of m agnitude too low. According to Carroll 
and Sal peter', the chemical exchango reaction 0 +H.- ,
OH+H produces comparable amounts of OH if H./H 
- 10-<. According to Stecher and Williams·, however, 
H,/H is kept to the extremely low value of 10- ' by photo
dissociation of H 2. 

\\-e 11>we culculu.ted the OH production cuused by pre
a.",soeiation, as suggested by Solomon', 

O+H->OH,K,=3x 10-15 exp(-3,700/T)cm'see-' (1) 

where 1\., = il(OH)fn(O)n(H). Obviously this reaction 
proceeds even if H. is absent, but, like t.he reactions 
involving H. and grains, it requires the high temperatures 

- present behind a shock wave. The prima,ry destruction 
mechanism is' 

OH+H->H.+O, ]{2= 9 x 10-12 exp( - 3,709fT) (2) 

Starting with no molecules, reaction (1) builds up OH 
behind the shock front, while reaction (2) converts some 
of these molecules to H •. The inverse of reaction (2), 

O+H.~OH+H,K3= 2 X 10-" exp( -4,630fT) (3) 

and the low-temperature reaction, 

OH+O->O.+H~20+H, ]{.= 1 x 10-'0 exp(- 600fT) (4) 

were also included; we assumcd that O. is photo-dissoci-
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Fi ~ . 1. Prolluct ion or molecules as ll. fun r tion of time clallsed since 
pr;SS:lj!c of:l shoc.k fro nt in " n H I re!t ion. The shock speell is !:I km/sec. 
and the tcmpcrnt.llr~ varies from 2.000· K at I = 0 to 100· K at the end of 
the c.~lelll:;tion . OlI i. produced by reaction (1) when H,/H=O, and also 
by readlon (3) when If,III ~ O. The hydrogen producec} by reaction (2), 

starting \nth }I./H = 0,18 also 8hown 
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ntcd immediately. The reaction OH + H.-?H.O + H Was 

neglccted because it becomes comparable with reaction (2) 
only when H2fH approaches 10 pCI' cent. 

Both Stechcr und \\filliams' and Carroll and Stllpctel" 
used estimated postshock temperature density profiles. 
\Vo used a grid of profiles depending on mach numbpr. 
initial H. abundance and prcshock magnetic field 
strength calculated by Field, Rather, Aannestad and 
Orszag8 • Their calculations, for preshock dcnsities n(H) == 
10 em-3 and n(O) = 6·8 x 10-' em-3 , show that the cooling 
time (~10' yr) is reduced from previously accepted values 
becauso of frequent inelastic OR collisions with sub· 
sequent 63[1. ro.diation. The short cooling time tends 
to limit molecule production, although it is somewhat 
compensated by increased densities far behind tho 
shock. 
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}' ig. 2. The final molecular abund"nee. nfter .hock pll881\ge 8. " func
tion of mach number (= speed/O'S km/sec). Significant contrihution 

1», reaction (3) requires H,IH > 10-'. 

Fig. 1 shows the OR production for a mach 10 (8 km/ 
sec) shock; the abscissa represents time elapsed sinc!) 
shock passage. The calculations are terminated \ ... hen 
the matorial behind the shock has returned to its pre
shock temperature, assumed to be 1000 K. For H./H= 0, 
equilibrium between reactions (1) and (2) is rapidly 
attuined behind the shock, at OH/H = 2 x 10-', indt'
pendent of tempero.ture. Reaction (2) produces 80m(' 
H. as shown, but the amount is so small that reac
tion (3) and the reaction OH+H,~H.O+H are safely 
neglected. 

Although at present it seems likely that the intRr;:;tellHI' 
hydrogen abundance is very low', calculations were made 
for H./H= 10-' , 10-~ and 10-1 to assess t.he importanec 
of reaction (3). Photrclissociation of H. was ignored. 
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